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                                            SunCube:  "Access to sustainable electricity is a human right"

                        

                                                Unfortunately, access to electricity is still out of reach for many people in the world. Either electricity is not available of it's too expensive, people without access to electricity are among the poorest in the world and remain in this poverty trap. The mission of SunCube is to provide sustainable renewable energy to these people in order to bring development and prosperity.  

  SunCube = Basic SunCube Station + Utility module
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                                                    SunCube basic model
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                                                    European-quality solar panels
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                                                    Irrigation Station
                                                

                                                                                            Imagine a SunCube-Irrigation Station in a remote village without electricity. Smallholder farmers can increase production and sell more on the market to increase their income to to send their children to school or the hospital.
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                                                    Cold storage
                                                

                                                                                            Imagine a SunCube-cold storage facility in a remote area. Harvested crops can be kept cool and out of the sun and stored. Better quality of the crops will give higher prices on the market. Storage allows to sell on a later moment to get higher prices.
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                                                    Medical station
                                                

                                                                                            Imagine sustainable electricity in an area with a SunCube-medical station. Basic vaccinations can be stored and people no longer need to suffer from preventable diseases. Also, the sick can be treated in a sterile and cooler space.
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                                                    Housing
                                                

                                                                                            Imagine a SunCube-house in an area where there's an urgent need for houses. This solution will provide fast and flexible housing-solutions where it's most needed. Electricity will provide the basic needs for humans beings.
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                                                    Workshop
                                                

                                                                                            Imagine a SunCube-workshop in an area without (reliable) electricity. This allows entrepreneurs to launch an economic activity with less risk of loss of revenues when electricity is not available. Small machines can be operated to increase transformational activities in agriculture (drying, grinding, packing, etc...).
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                                                    Basic Module
                                                

                                                                                            The basic module of SunCube provides renewable energy. It can also be mounted on a sea-container (20ft or 40ft). The module as irrigation station, cold storage or housing can be applied to the basic module. SunCube provides a fast, flexible solution for every problem.
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						The SunCube-story						

						

												
						We believe that access to energy is a human right. From there we've started our engineering towards this sustainable solution for energy for everyone and everywhere.						

											

				

			

		

	
	


    
        
            
                
                                    
                                                    Projects

                            

                                                        Portfolio of some of our projects
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                                                                                                             Mali

                                                                                                                Educational farm for youth
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                                                                                                             Cameroon

                                                                                                                Orphanage
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                                                                                                             Arlesheim

                                                                                                                Elementary school

                                                                                                        

                                            

                                                                                

                                

                                
                                                    

                                

        

    
    
    
        
            
                
                                    
                                                    SunCube is a holistic solution

                            

                                                        SunCube: equipment, training and capacity building for sustainable electricity
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                                                        The SunCube and module                                                    

                                                                                                        
                                                        The hardware                                                    

                                                                                                        
                                                        The SunCube and its hardware, depending on which functionality has been chosen. Swiss-quality structure, solar panels, and equipments such as inverters and batteries to make sure the user can generate sufficient electricity without high maintenance costs. 

With the SunCube, there's an application installed to monitor yields of the solar panel from a distance through a smartphone.                                                    
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                                                        Manuals and training                                                    

                                                                                                        
                                                        The software                                                    

                                                                                                        
                                                        After installing the SunCube and equipment, the user(s) receive training on maintenance and repairs. Also, a business development training is available to build capacity at the final user(s) to manage the SunCube in an economic sustainable way.  This means the user can generate resources with the SunCube to cover the costs for maintenance, repairs and spare parts.                                                    
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                                                        Security and sustainability                                                    

                                                                                                        
                                                        The necessities                                                    

                                                                                                        
                                                        The SunCube has visible and invisible measures to prevent theft of items of the SunCube. As such, the SunCube can be installed without the worry of malfunctioning due to theft. 

SunCube also has a worldwide network of engineers that provide support when needed. SunCube can be mounted on a sea-container, a building or any other structure.                                                    

                                                                                                

                                                                                

                                

                                                    

                                

        

    
    			
				
					

						
						

							Got curious? Want to know more? Please contact us!
Ribbon button label:Contact usContact us
							


							
						

					

				

			
						
				
					
						

							
							News from the field
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												Cooling container installed
												

												
												
												
												05/04/2020
												
												
												 by 
												
												
												SunCube NL 
												
												
												

												
												
												SunCube has successfully tested the SunCube cooling container in Böckten (Switzerland). The colling container can cool up to a large container for all kind of purposes. One of the main purpose is for storage of agricultural products, such as mango’s, fresh fish or potato seeds in remote area’s. As such, products will have better qualityRead more about Cooling container installed[…]

												Read more   Cooling container installed
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												Interesting read: Ecological Footprint: Managing Our Biocapacity Budget
												

												
												
												
												28/03/2020
												
												
												 by 
												
												
												SunCube NL 
												
												
												

												
												
												See endorsements here “How can we make the need for resource security more obvious to diverse audiences?” asks Mathis Wackernagel Why did you write “Ecological Footprint: Managing Our Biocapacity Budget” now? Bill Rees and I wrote our first Ecological Footprint book in 1995 at a time when our resource-use estimates were still crude. The bookRead more about Interesting read: Ecological Footprint: Managing Our Biocapacity Budget[…]

												Read more   Interesting read: Ecological Footprint: Managing Our Biocapacity Budget
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												SunCube in Cameroon (in German)
												

												
												
												
												28/03/2020
												
												
												 by 
												
												
												SunCube NL 
												
												
												

												
												
												Reisebericht Kamerun (07 bis 18. Juli 2019) Jan Hoffmann, Harry Schaffer, Daniel Wagner, Vera Schaffer (Autorin) Tag 1, 7. Juli 2019 Unsere Anreise von Basel nach Yaoundé via Istanbul hatte es in sich: wir flogen mit zwei Boeing-737 Flugzeugen und hatten einige kleine Turbulenzen. Bei unserer Ankunft in Yaoundé um Mitternacht mussten wir erst einmalRead more about SunCube in Cameroon (in German)[…]

												Read more   SunCube in Cameroon (in German)
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												SunCube in Mali
												

												
												
												
												08/02/2020
												
												
												 by 
												
												
												SunCube NL 
												
												
												

												
												
												In July, a SunCube was installed at an educational farm in north-west Mali, in the region of Kayes. This educational farm, many students and future-producers are trained. With electricity from the SunCube, they can irrigate more land in a better and more efficient way. This increases yields and contributes to a better food security inRead more about SunCube in Mali[…]

												Read more   SunCube in Mali
												

												

												


												


										

									

								

							

						

					
					
				
		
			
			
											
																	
										
									

																		
										contact@suncube-foundation.org									
																

														
																	
										
									

																		
										Laufenstrasse 16 CH - 4053 Basel									
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				See SunCube in action

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Ows-TOPG0k

				

								
				SunCube-team in Mali
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Social Media
			Find us on Facebook here and click here!
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